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SUNY ONLINE TEACHING AMBASSADORS
Please join us in congratulating Dr. Cindy Oberjosh and Bridget Beilein, who have been selected as SUNY Online
Teaching Ambassadors. SUNY Online Teaching Ambassadors are exemplary online educators who are enthusiastic and
effective in online teaching, and who can be positive and strong advocates in our SUNY community. SUNY Online
Teaching accepts nominations from each SUNY institution annually to recognize outstanding online instructors as SUNY
Online Teaching Ambassadors.
The NCCC Student Showcase is looking for student presenters! Please
reach out to your students and encourage them.
Students can apply here: https://form.jotform.com/72554079756973

DATA BYTES by Dr. Fabio Escobar

MENTORING ACADEMY

Wednesday, March 30 at 12:00pm
This series is a short-form conversation about key
college data points. Our objective is to use data to speak
about NCCC’s mission and its contribution to the
Niagara County community. Join us as we explore
NCCC through data! Attend in-person in FRCAE, D-104
or through zoom.
https://zoom.us/j/98657470774
Meeting ID: 986 5747 0774
Passcode: 181985

Calling all new faculty! FRCAE is offering a Mentoring
Academy once a month for everyone to share best
practices. We'll be meeting every fourth Friday during
the semester from 1:00 to 2:00pm in FRCAE.
March 25 at 1pm: We will be sharing best teaching
practices and how to incorporate Student Success
Modules into your courses. Guest presenters: Professor
Emeritus Dr. Kathy Gerbasi and Professor Robert
Morris.
https://zoom.us/j/94786308106
Meeting ID: 947 8630 8106
Passcode: 442187

OER & LOW COST MATERIALS
Are you using OER or low cost course materials? Please make sure the appropriate attribute is applied to your courses in
Banner, so students can find them. The OER attribute signifies classes, which use free, open-source materials. The low
cost attribute is used for classes with materials costing $50 or less. If you have a class, which meets those requirements,
please reach out to your division secretary with the CRN and attribute so it can be forwarded to Academic Affairs.

JEDI CORNER: MICROAGRESSIONS ARE COMMONPLACE, USUALLY UNINTENTIONAL, NEGATIVE
SLIGHTS AND EXPRESSIONS OF BIAS TOWARD SOCIALLY DEVALUED GROUPS
Themes
Second class citizen: seeing certain
groups as less worthy, less important,
less deserving and inferior. People get

Micro-aggression Examples
Underlying Message
Not knowing the name of lower status workers.
Who you are and what you
Ignoring the contributions of marginalized people have to say is not important.
in groups. Overlooking the person of color on line.

excluded, ignored, or discriminated
against.
Inferiority or pathology of
marginalized culture/identity:
assuming that certain groups are
abnormal, deviant or pathological.
Assumes dominant cultural norms are
correct and superior.
Assuming the normality and
superiority of the dominant culture

Saying to an African-American person, “You
speak really well. You sound white."
Asking, "Why do they have to be so loud?" Not
putting a person with a disability in a front line
position. "That food smells really funny."

Asking everyone to contribute money or attend an
event without considering financial differences.
Assuming that people are in heterosexual
relationships. "Saying to a wornan, "So what
does your husband do?"
Assuming inherent abilities or
Saying to an Asian person, "Do you work in the
qualities
math or computer fields?"
"I don't think a woman can handle this positionwe need someone strong and
decisive." Assuming a tall black man plays
basketball.
Assuming homogeneity:
Asking a Black person, "So what do Black people
assuming that all people from a certain think about Obama?" Asking a Latina (who is
Colombian) to explain Cinco de Mayo (a Mexican
group are alike. Not seeing individual
holiday). Assuming a Sikh is a Muslim.
and group differences.
Ascription of intelligence:
Saying to a service worker, "Wow, that sounded
making assumptions about a group's
smart. How did you know that?" Saying to a
intellectual ability,
Black person, "You're so articulate!" Speaking
competencies and capabilities.
more slowly and simply to a person with a
physical disability (who does not have a cognitive
disability)
Not encouraging females to pursue high level
math and science. Assuming Asians are good at
math.
Saying to a Latina-or Asian-American, "So where
Alien in one's own land: being
are
you really from?" or "You speak really good
perceived as a perpetual foreigner or
English."
Saying to an African-American or
being an alien in one's own country.
Muslim, "If you don't like it here, you can just go
back to Africa/ Middle East."
Assuming criminality:
Crossing the street or holding one's purse tighter
presuming that certain groups are
around Black/Latina men. Not wanting one's child
dangerous or criminals.
to be taught by gays or lesbians. Only asking
people of color for ID when using checks or credit
cards.
Using offensive/biased language:
Calling women "girls" or "hun". Not using the
referring to individuals or groups in
correct gender pronoun. Using the term "illegal
ways that are insensitive or derogatory. alien". "That's so gay." "That's so ghetto."
Myth of meritocracy: assuming that
“I had no problem finding an internship/job, you
all groups have equal opportunity and must not be trying hard enough."
that there is a level playing field.
"I just want to hire the most qualified person."
Therefore, success or failure is due to
individual effort and attributes. "Blaming
the victim"
Ignoring/Denying Differences:
“I don't see color, I just see people." "You're so
unwillingness to acknowledge or admit pretty, I forget that you're a lesbian."
seeing someone's social identity and
thus the significance of it.
Denying personal bias:
"I can't be racist, some of my best friends are
unwillingness to admit individual
Black". “My sister has a disability, so I have no
prejudice or discriminatory behavior.
prejudice against people with disabilities.” “I am
not homophobic, that was just a joke."

Who you are is not acceptable
or not as good as people from
the dominant culture.

You should conform to dominant
cultural norms regardless of
who you are, or the dominant
cultural norms are what is
"normal."
Your individuality doesn't matter,
I know what you are like.

You are all alike.

You're not as intelligent or you
must be good at this activity.

You're not really an American.
You don't really belong here.

You can't be trusted. You might
be dangerous.

Who you are is not important or
worthy of respect.
Your marginalized status or
experiences with inequality don't
matter.

Your identities don’t matter

You're wrong. I don't have any
bias

Adapted from: Sue, D.W. (2010). Microaggressions and Marginality and Microaggressions in Everyday Life. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley
and Sons. For more examples of microaggressions see: www.microaggressions.com

